Abstract-Near-field injection at silicon die level is a promising application for various areas such as the analyses of integrated circuit (IC) susceptibility to electromagnetic interferences and security for cryptographic applications. This paper presents a first attempt to simulate the voltage induced on IC interconnects by a magnetic field probe. The validation of the simulation results is based on near-field injection performed on a test chip containing various types of interconnects and on-chip voltage sensors.
embedding various types of cryptographic algorithms. The sudden power supply voltage drops, ground bounces, and clock glitches induced by the injection probe are able to disturb the normal operation of several building blocks of encryption circuits, such as clock generator disturbance [12] , bias increase of random number generator [13] , timing constraint violation, bit set and reset in digital flip-flop [11] , and bit flip in SRAM cells [10] . All of these failures can be exploited to extract confidential data such as encryption keys. Besides, local attacks at any point of the die may bypass countermeasures intended to detect fault injection, as shown in [14] .
The development of near-field injection at silicon die level is certainly very promising for IC susceptibility to EM interferences (EMI) and security analyses. The success of this method relies on injection localized on the smallest possible area of the circuit and, thus, on design of miniature injection probes. But it also relies on accurate models of the physical interaction between the injection probe and the die under test for several reasons: clarifying the nature of the coupling, predicting performances of injection probes, estimating the sensitivity of a circuit building blocks to EMI or the threat of EM attacks, and validating by simulation countermeasures against EM fault injection. Some papers such as [15] and [16] report modeling methods of near-field injection on PCB lines or package interconnects. However, the modeling of near-field injection directly at die level has not been investigated and presents some distinctive features because of the multilayer nature of IC internal structure. Compared to the case of injection on PCB traces, the computation of the incoming electric and magnetic fields produced by the injection probe is more complex since it requires a rigorous determination of the Green's functions. Moreover, because of the nonhomogeneous medium and the presence of lossy materials, propagation along IC interconnects designed on typical silicon substrate is seldom in quasi-TEM mode but rather in slow-wave mode [17] . This behavior must be accounted for to predict voltage fluctuations induced by near-field injection.
The objective of this paper is to develop a modeling method to predict the voltage induced along IC interconnects by near-field injection probes. Previous papers such as [18] and [19] have shown some limits of near-field injection based on electric field probes. Therefore, the paper is focused only on the modeling of magnetic field injection. The validation of the model relies on a test chip, which embeds various interconnect structures terminated by on-chip voltage sensors (OCS) dedicated to the measurement of voltage induced by near-field injection. The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the expected characteristics of near-field injection probe and their electrical modeling. Section III deals with the modeling flow to predict the H-field 0018-9375 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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coupling on IC interconnect. In particular, this part presents the derivation of analytical expressions of magnetic field Green's functions for a general multilayer environment. These expressions are adapted to any types of H-field probes in arbitrary orientation. Section IV describes the near-field injection scanner, the test chip, and the principle of the OCS. Section V presents experimental results of near-field injection on the test chip, which are compared with simulation results in Section VI.
II. NEAR-FIELD INJECTION PROBE

A. Characteristics of the Near-Field Injection Probe
Near-field probes are miniature wideband antennas usually dedicated to sense either electric or magnetic fields in the vicinity of electronic components, PCBs, or antennas. They are usually based on small loops for magnetic field probe and opened tips for electric field probe [20] . If they are excited by an electrical signal, they produce strong electric or magnetic fields in their near-field region, which can couple on a device under test (DUT) to produce important voltage fluctuations locally. Near-field injection relies on probe with a good resolution and a sufficient efficiency to induce a perceptible effect on the DUT. Compared to sensing probes, injection probes have an additional constraint: the maximum current to prevent an excessive heating. The maximum current can be evaluated according to the Onderdonk equation, which relates the fusing current, the wire section, and the excitation current and duration [21] .
In this study, a handmade tangential H-field probe is tested. A small loop probe with 0.6 mm diameter is built at the end of a semirigid coaxial cable MIL-C-17/151. Its construction is detailed in Fig. 1 . In order to improve the probe efficiency, the diameter of the loop or the number of turns should be increased but at the price of a degraded resolution and a larger self-inductance. Another alternative to increase the magnetic field in the vicinity of the probe consists in placing a magnetic core inside the coil. However, as the magnetic flux enhancement is related to the ratio coil length on core radius, this is not a practical solution to build compact tangential H-field probe.
B. Near-Field Probe Modeling
The magnetic field produced by the H-field probe is proportional to the coil excitation current. An accurate electrical model of the probe is required to predict the excitation current. The probe is formed by a length of coaxial cable terminated by a miniature coil. The coaxial cable can be modeled as transmission line while the coil can be represented by a lumped electrical model up to several gigahertz due to its small size. The coil is inductive predominantly. An excessive inductance limits the excitation current at high frequency. For a circular loop, the inductance L can be estimated using (1) [22] , while models given by Lundin formula (2) may be used for multiturn coil [23] with N being the number of turns, l the coil length, and r l and r w the loop radius and the wire radius, respectively. The coefficient F 1 is given by
The coil is also affected by stray capacitors C, which can be computed according to (4) [22] for a circular loop and to the Medhurst model [24] for an N-turn coil (5) Resistors due to ohmic and radiation losses may be included, but their influence remains negligible in practice. Fig. 1 presents the equivalent electrical model of the magnetic field probe. With (1) and (4), the inductance and the capacitance of our probe are estimated to 1.1 nH and 17 fF, respectively. These values are confirmed by full-wave EM simulations. A comparison between the measured and the simulated input impedance of the probe is presented in Fig. 1(c) , showing a quite good agreement. For a circular conductor and considering skin effect, the ohmic losses of the probe are modeled by a 10-mΩ resistor at 1 GHz. Due to the small size of the probe, stray capacitance and loss resistance have a negligible influence up to several gigahertz actually. Moreover, the existence of parasitic common-mode current can also be neglected. For a given probe excitation, the excitation current amplitude along the loop remains constant.
III. MODELING OF NEAR-FIELD INJECTION ON IC INTERCONNECTS
A. Modeling of Near-Field Injection on a Transmission Line
The coupling of EM fields produced by near-field probes on PCB traces or package interconnects have been addressed in some publications such as [15] and [16] . It consists in predicting the response of a quasi-TEM-guided transmission to nonuniform electric or magnetic field, which decays rapidly with the distance. Solutions are provided by coupling equations such as those given by the Taylor model [25] . The coupling of the external electric and magnetic fields results in either distributed voltage or current sources. The terminal voltages and currents are determined by the resolution of the Telegrapher's equations, for example, according to the BLT equations formalism [26] or by an electrical simulator such as SPICE.
The evolution of the electric or magnetic field emitted by the injection probe according to the distance must be computed accurately. For an H-field probe, a simple approach consists in using the magnetic dipole approximation. However, if probe dimensions are not negligible compared to the separation distance with the DUT or scan altitude, the probe emission model is not accurate enough. The dyadic Green's function of the surrounding environment may be established in order to compute the contribution of every part of the injection probe to the emitted magnetic field. For injection on PCB, traces are routed on insulating material with the possible presence of a highly conductive ground plane. The potential vector Green's function due to an elementary current filament is easily derived by considering free space conditions and image theory in case of the presence of a ground plane. The methodology to predict the coupling of an H-field probe and a transmission line is summed up in Fig. 2 .
This method can be extended to the coupling of H field on IC interconnects but two difficulties arise. First, due to the resistivity of the semiconducting substrate, the near-field probe induces complicated eddy currents within the substrate, which may affect the distribution of the magnetic field. Its rigorous determination requires the extraction of the magnetic field dyadic Green's function in this multilayer planar environment. Second, propagation modes in IC interconnects designed on a lossy silicon substrate are different from the usual quasi-TEM mode in lines designed on insulating substrates and extremely dispersive with frequency. The following parts present the methods used to model both essential aspects for the prediction of the magnetic field coupling on IC interconnects.
B. Modeling of the Propagation Along IC Interconnects
IC interconnects are designed on conductive layers isolated by insulating layer from the semiconducting bulk substrate. A simple geometrical model to analyze the signal transmission along IC interconnects is the metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) microstrip line described in Fig. 3 .
The back metallization is formed either directly on the back side of the chip or associated to the cavity of the circuit package. The structure is supposed linear: the influence of the voltage bias on the propagation characteristics is neglected.
The analysis of the wave propagation along a MIS microstrip line has been dealt in numerous papers based on various frequency-domain numerical methods, such as finite element method [27] or spectral-domain method [28] . Closed-form expressions of the line parameters have also been derived from complex image method [29] or theoretical analysis of a parallel plate waveguide [17] . Compared to numerical methods or approximations based on complex image method, the theoretical analysis of a parallel-plate waveguide provides a physical understanding of the existing propagation modes and an accurate evaluation of the line characteristics.
When the substrate resistivity is high, the substrate can be considered as an insulator and the dielectric quasi-TEM mode dominates. However, silicon substrate is not a good insulator since its resistivity ranges between 0.01 and 10 Ω·cm. The rigorous analysis presented in [17] shows that three propagation modes may exist depending on the substrate resistivity and frequency: 1) At low frequencies, only the slow-wave mode propagates. The creation of a polarization at the Si-SiO 2 interface increases the electrical permittivity due to the MaxwellWagner mechanism and slows down the propagation velocity. The magnetic field penetrates the substrate, contrary to the electric field, which is contained in the insulator region. 2) At high frequencies, the substrate acts as an imperfect electric wall with a large skin effect, resulting in a skin effect propagation mode. 3) Depending on the substrate resistivity, quasi-TEM mode may exist in between. In the first two modes, the propagation characteristics are dispersive with frequency. An equivalent circuit representation of a MIS microstrip line is derived from the parallel-plate waveguide model, as shown in Fig. 4 . Closed-form expressions of RLCG parameters can be found in [30] .
C. Analytical Expressions for Magnetic Field Dyadic Green's Functions
Fig. 5 describes the geometry of the general multilayer substrate, the position of the probe and the coordinate system. An arbitrary shaped and oriented H-field probe excited by a known current is placed just above the die at a separation distance called scan altitude h scan . The die is considered as an infinitely large planar multilayered medium. The coupling between an interconnect routed on the die and the H-field probe is related to the H field produced by the probe in the different layers of the die. It should be emphasized that the injection probe is placed as close as possible to the die and typical die thickness is only some hundreds of micrometers so the magnetic field is computed at very short distance to the probe.
The H-field probe can be broken down into several elementary filaments crossed by a known current density J. The H field produced by the probe is the sum of the contribution of each current filament centered in a source point S. The current filaments should be short compared to the wavelength and smaller than the separation distance h scan to predict the emitted magnetic field accurately. An adequate number of current filaments may be selected iteratively in order to ensure a convergence of the magnetic field computation. In the next part, the injection probe is divided in 12 filaments. A good convergence of the magnetic field is ensured up to 3 GHz and for a scan altitude of 150 μm.
The layers are defined by the superscript ij, where i = 1 for any layers below S and 2 for the layer above S, and j indicates the number of the lower or upper layer of the observation point. The source point S is always at the interface between layers 12 and 21. The magnetic field at P is computed according to (6) ,
H is the magnetic field dyadic Green's function for an observation point in layer 1N
Traditionally, the Green's function in spatial domain is represented by the Sommerfeld integrals extracted from the Maxwell equations and boundary conditions at each layer interface. The transform in spectral domain has been widely used in microwave circuits applications in order to obtain closed-form expressions of Green's function in a two-layer problem [31] , [32] . For a multilayer substrate, analytical expressions of dyadic Green's function can be derived by using iterative algorithms to take into account the effect of other layers [33] , [34] . The Green's function in spatial domain is then determined by a numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integral expressed in the spectral domain.
However, the slowly decaying and oscillatory behavior of the Green's function, especially at large distance, reduces the efficiency of the computation. Numerous papers describe methods to extract closed-form expressions of Green's function in spatial domain, such as complex image theory or discrete complex image method (DCIM) [29] , [34] , [35] . In spite of a significant reduction of the computation time compared to the numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integral, the accuracy of these methods may be compromised if other wave contributions than spherical waves are accounted for [36] .
Considering near-field injection at die level, only the field in close proximity to the probe needs to be computed so the Green's function decays rapidly without large oscillations. The numerical integration of the Sommerfeld integral remain quite efficient, without the risk of inaccuracies due to approximation in spherical waves. In the following parts, the approach described in [33] to compute analytical expressions of electric and magnetic vector potential Green's functions in general multilayer substrates is reused in order to compute the magnetic field dyadic Green's function. The expressions are derived in spectral domain first and then in spatial domain for an arbitrary oriented elementary current filament.
1) Spectral-Domain Expressions for the H-field Dyadic Green's Function in a Multilayered
Substrate: An elementary filament excited by a sinusoidal current is considered at the interface between layers 11 and 21. In the following section, the exp(jωt) dependence is implicit and only the expressions of the magnetic field in the lower layers are investigated. The relations between spatial and spectral domain representation of the magnetic field is ensured by a two-dimensional (2-D) Fourier transform in the xy plane, as given by (7) and (8), where the subscriptH denotes the spectral domain representation. The field is decomposed into a superposition of an infinite number of plane waves propagating in the x-and y-directions with wavenumbers
In [33] , analytical expressions are proposed for the electric and magnetic potential vectors A and F Green's function produced by an elementary current source oriented along the xor y-axis. The three components of the H-field dyadic Green's function induced by x-or y-axis oriented current source can be computed according to (9)- (11) . The subscript H x J x under G indicates the H-field component produced by the x-oriented current and k is the wavenumber in the considered layer
The component of the dyadic due to a z-axis-oriented current source can be extracted from the reciprocity theorem and geometrical symmetry [32] [see (12) and (13)]. The following sections detail the derivation of the terms H x J x , H y J x , H z J x , and H x J z , since they are sufficient to deduce the other terms of the dyadicG
If the observation point lies in the same layer than the source, the dyadic components produced by a current source oriented along the x-axis can be computed according to (14) - (17) . The terms a 11 , f 11 , and f 21 are the contributions of magnetic and electric potential vectors. They are given by (20) 
and
with
Γ A 11 and Γ F 11 are equivalent to the reflection coefficients due to the other lower layer interfaces. In [33] , an iterative algorithm is proposed to compute the value of the reflection coefficient for each layer, by analogy with a transmission line. The reflection coefficient of the magnetic and electric potential vectors are computed recursively according to (25) and (26)
Some special boundary conditions are necessary: If the layer ij is infinite, no reflection occurs, so Γ Aij and Γ F ij are zeros. If the layer ij is a perfect electrical conductor, Γ Aij = +1 and Γ F ij = −1, while Z Aij = 0 and Y F ij = ∞. The dyadic components given by (14)- (17) can be generalized for any lower layers by replacing the terms a 11 and f 11 by a 1N and f 1N , given by the following iterative process:
2) Spatial-Domain Expressions for the H-field Dyadic Green's Function in a Multilayered Substrate:
In order to compute the space domain Green's function of the magnetic field, a 2-D inverse Fourier transform must be performed (8) . It can be simplified to a one-dimensional (1-D) Fourier-Hankel transform if the Green's function terms are expressed in a polar coordinate system, with
The different Green's function terms for an observation point in the Nth lower layer are given by (30)-(33)
According to the previous coordinate conversion, the inverse Fourier transform is expressed in the following form:
Introducing spectral domain Green's function terms given by (30)- (33) in (38) , separating the terms dependent on λ and α and using properties of Bessel functions, the expressions of the dyadic Green's function terms in spatial domain given by (39)-(42) are obtained. J m are Bessel functions of the first kind of order m The other terms of the dyadic do not require numerical integration. They can be determined according to (43)-(46)
The Green function converges with λ, and the sampling on λ may be limited to a maximum value such that e −2λρ is less than a preassigned value [33] . The sampling step dλ is inversely dependent on the lateral distance ρ. As near-field injection are local, ρ is small, so the number of steps for the numerical integrations of (41)-(44) remains limited.
3) Validation of the Expressions for the H-field Dyadic Green's Function in a Multilayered Substrate:
In order to validate the space-domain expressions of the Green's function of the magnetic field, comparisons of the results with those provided by the commercial 3-D EM simulator FEKO [37] are proposed. Fig. 6 describes the simulated case study, which consists in an elementary current filament placed at 1 mm above a two-layered substrate. Layer thickness, permittivity, and conductivity are typical of silicon dies. Fig. 7 presents two results: the first graph shows the evolution of the tangential magnetic field H y produced by the elementary current filament according to the height z at 1 GHz, while the second presents the evolution with frequency of the magnetic field 300 μm below the surface of the SiO 2 layer. The simulations have been done for various substrate conductivity, ranging from 0.005 to 10 Ω·cm. Both methods provide similar results, which confirm the validity of the expressions of the Green's function. The simulations show clearly the influence of substrate conductivity and frequency on the penetration of the magnetic field within the substrate.
IV. PRESENTATION OF THE TEST BENCH
A. Presentation of the Test Chip
A test chip has been designed with Freescale in 0.25 μm SMARTMOS 8 technology with four metal layers in order to 
1) Test Structures Description:
Two test structures are considered in this study, whose characteristics are given in Table I . Fig. 8 shows the dimensions of the chip and the positions of the tested structures. The first structure called Struct1 is detailed in Fig. 9 . It contains eight 1-mm-long 50-Ω microstrip lines designed in metal 3 layer, above a reference plane designed in metal 2 layer. The lines are terminated by 50 Ω resistors and an OCS is connected at one end of each line in order to monitor the voltage profile in time domain. The sensors are supplied between 2.5 and 0 V. In order to set the line potential at the mid 2) On-Chip Sensor: The OCS is able to measure the waveform of voltage bounces across nonaccessible nodes with a precise time resolution, a large bandwidth, and a low intrusivity. The acquisition principle is based on a sequential equivalenttime sampling (see Fig. 11 ), which provides a very large virtual bandwidth in spite of a limited sampling rate. Its principle is explained in [38] . In order to prevent noise coupling to sensors, they are supplied by an internal voltage regulator connected to a dedicated power supply and are isolated from the bulk and conductive substrate by a deep N-well. Moreover the OCS is routed with only three metal layers. A complete shielding of the OCS is done with the top-level metal layer in order to limit the disturbance of the OCS due to near-field injection. The reader can refer to [39] for more details about the sensor designs and performances.
The sensor is controlled by an external acquisition card, which sends sampling clock, delays control commands, and converts the analog signals delivered by the sensor. The waveform of a signal can be reconstructed only if it is reproducible and synchronized with the sampling command of the sensor. During near-field injection, the probe excitation source is synchronized with the OCS sampling command.
The characteristics of the OCS depends on the fabrication technology. With a CMOS 0.25 μm technology, the analog bandwidth of the sensor is equal to 2.7 GHz. The sensor input capacitance is equal to 30 fF. The time resolution is about 100 ps, and the time measurement window is 180 ns. The imperfections of the sensor, which affect the sensor response are compensated by a preliminary calibration. Due to the random errors provided by the measurement equipments and external noise, the measurement repeatability is estimated to ±3 mV.
B. Near-Field Scan Test Bench
The principle of the near-field injection test bench used in this study is described in Fig. 12 . It relies on a near-field scan table in order to control precisely the position of the near-field probe compared to the DUT. The injection probe can be excited by two types of disturbance sources: harmonic or pulse. Although EM attacks are usually based on pulse disturbances, harmonic disturbances will be used for frequency characterization purpose. They are produced by an RF synthesizer followed by a 50 W power amplifier. The control of the position of the near-field probe is based on a laser telemeter which constructs the altitude profile of the DUT. After a proper calibration of the probe position compared to the laser telemeter, the scan altitude h scan and probe position are known with a good accuracy. Depending on the telemeter resolution and calibration methodology, the XY position and scan altitude are known at ± 100 and ± 50 μm, respectively.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Coupling on 50 Ω Microstrip Lines
The first injection tests are performed on the lines of Struct1. The first experiment consists in verifying if a local coupling exists between the injection probe and the lines of Struct1. Fig. 13 presents the evolution of the voltage measured by the sensor on line 0 μm according to the probe position. The result is given in the form of a 2-D map. The color of each point of the map gives the voltage measured by sensor when the injection probe is placed above this point. The scan altitude h scan is 400 μm, and the H-field probe is oriented along the x-axis. The injection frequency and the forward power are set to 400 MHz and 20 W, respectively.
The map shows three distinct areas where the induced voltage reaches maxima about some hundreds of millivolts. Two regions are placed above the bonding wires associated to the voltage reference V REF , which bias Struct1, and the sensor output and power supply. The third region is just above Struct1 lines. This result proves that the near-field injection is directly done on Struct1. The measured voltage is induced by the coupling of the tangential component of the magnetic field produced by the injection probe. An obvious method to verify this assertion is to turn the probe by 90°. The amplitude of the voltage measured by sensors of Struct1 is dramatically reduced, as shown in [18] .
The voltages measured by the sensors placed on the other lines of Struct1 are also acquired during the near-field injection scan. Fig. 14 presents the evolution of the voltages measured by the sensors placed on four different lines according to the probe position along the x-axis. The positions of maximum coupling on these four lines are marked by arrows on Fig. 14 . The sensors have not detected these maxima for the same probe positions. Actually, they are shifted along the probe position in accordance with their geometrical separation. This experiment shows that near-field injection can be distinguished between two lines separated by more than 100 μm. The coupled voltage decreases also rapidly with the scan altitude h scan , as shown in Fig. 15 .
A frequency-domain characterization of the coupling is also performed (see Fig. 16 ). The probe is placed above Struct1. The excitation signal frequency is swept from 10 MHz up to 2.5 GHz, and its power is set to 20 W. The coupled voltage tends to increase at +20 dB/dec up to several tens of megahertz. Then the coupling increases at a rate close to +10 dB/dec. This result indicates that the magnetic field is coupled to a lossy line. It will be confirmed by simulation in the next part.
B. Coupling on Digital Lines with Metal Shielding
The previous experiments are repeated on Struct2. Fig. 17 presents the evolution of the voltage measured by a sensor Struct1 lines. The scan shows two distinct coupling areas: the first one is above the sensor output and power supply bonding, while the other is directly above Struct2. The same voltage is measured by all the sensors on Struct2 interconnects since their spacing is less than the probe resolution. Fig. 18 presents the evolution of the coupled voltage in frequency domain. The excitation signal frequency is swept from 10 MHz up to 2 GHz and its power is set to 20 W. The induced voltage is nearly constant above some tens of megahertz up to 2 GHz. This result show that the top level metal shielding reduces the magnetic field coupling without a complete cancellation. In the next part, simulation will help us to clarify the influence of the shielding on the coupling.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The modeling flow presented in Fig. 2 is used to simulate the voltage induced on Struct1 and Struct2 lines by the H-field probe. The methods presented in Section III-B and III-C are used to model the IC lines and the magnetic field produced by the probe in the vicinity of the IC lines.
A. Modeling of the Coupling on 50 Ω Microstrip Lines
The microstrip lines designed in Struct1 are actually quite complex. They are formed by several conductors: the traces in metal 3 layer, the reference plane in metal 2 layer, and the substrate. The tangential magnetic field is mainly coupled on the equivalent line formed by the reference plane and the substrate, because of its larger surface. This line can be considered as a MIS microstrip line, as shown in Fig. 3 . Its equivalent electrical representation is extracted according to the method presented in Section III-B. This line is loaded at each end by the bandgap voltage reference and by the sensors connected at the end of each metal 3 traces. The impedance of these loads is extracted from the circuit design and postlayout extraction. The bandgap output is equivalent to a parallel RC circuit with R = 15 kΩ and C = 70 fF. The dimensions and electrical characteristics of each circuit layer are provided by the circuit manufacturer.
The rigorous method presented in Section III-C is used to compute the tangential magnetic field produced by the injection probe between the reference plane and the substrate bottom between 10 MHz and 2.5 GHz. The voltage induced at the line terminal is finally computed according to the Taylor model, and the actual propagation modes determined with the method presented in Section III-B. In order to highlight the influence of the multilayered substrate on the magnetic field coupling on the interconnect, the induced voltage is also computed with a simple model: the substrate is considered as a unique insulating layer and the propagation mode along the interconnect is supposed to be quasi-TEM whatever the frequency. Fig. 16 presents the comparison between the measured and simulated evolutions of the voltage coupled on a line of Struct1 according to the frequency. The measurements and simulations with the rigorous model are in good accordance, contrary to the simulations with the simple model, which underestimate the coupled voltage up to 2 GHz and do not predict the actual coupling trend with frequency. The induced voltage range and the frequency trend are determined correctly. The substrate resistivity has a strong influence in the increasing rate of the coupled voltage. Above 100 MHz, the coupled voltage increases at nearly 10 dB/dec because of the slow-wave propagation along the line, which attenuates the induced signal. Moreover, above some hundreds of megahertz, the magnetic field penetration within the substrate is attenuated due to skin effect. It should be noted that the coupled voltage stops increasing above 2 GHz because the analog bandwidth of the sensor is limited to 2.7 GHz. Fig. 19 presents the influence of the substrate on the coupled voltage. The result shows clearly that a low resistivity substrate (e.g., 0.01 Ω·cm) limits the coupled voltage above 100 MHz compared to a high-resistive substrate (e.g., 100 Ω·cm) since a low-resistive substrate attenuates both the penetration of the magnetic field within the substrate and the propagation of the signal induced on the interconnect. The coupled voltage depends also on the interconnect characteristics, such as propagation constant and characteristic impedance and terminal impedances. In this particular case, it explains why the coupled voltage is slightly larger for a substrate resistivity equal to 1 Ω·cm than for 100 Ω·cm.
In order to validate our model, a second simulation is performed to predict the influence of the scan altitude. Fig. 15 shows the comparison between the measured and simulated induced voltage on lines of Struct1 at 400 MHz. A good agreement is observed at short distance to the die. At higher altitude, the injection is less local. The coupling is also associated to nearby bonding wires, which is not taken into account in our model.
B. Modeling of the Shielding Effect
The lines of Struct2 are quite similar to Struct1 lines, except the terminal loads and the presence of a metal shielding on top layer level. This layer is modeled as a conductive layer with the characteristics given by the IC manufacturer. The line formed by the reference plane and the substrate is loaded by the bandgap reference voltage at one end, and by sensors and line driver input at the other end. Fig. 18 presents the comparison between the measured and simulated evolution of the voltage coupled on a line of Struct2 according to the injection frequency. The simulation reproduces the evolution of the coupled voltage with frequency. The shielding to magnetic field due to the top level metal layer is very weak below 10 MHz, and the induced voltage tends to increase. Between 10 MHz and 1 GHz, the coupled voltage is nearly constant. The shielding to magnetic field tends to increase and compensate the magnetic field coupling of the line. The shielding is mainly due to the reflection losses up to 1 GHz. Absorption losses becomes significant above 1 GHz.
VII. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Near-field injection at die level is a promising application for various areas such as the analyses of IC susceptibility to EMIs and security of cryptographic devices. The development of this method requires accurate models of the physical interaction between the injection probe and the die under test, in order to predict the actual performances of injection probes and evaluate the sensitivity of a circuit to EMIs or the threat of EM attacks.
This paper has presented a first attempt to simulate the voltage induced on IC interconnects by a magnetic field probe. This problem can be solved by an analysis of the field-to-line coupling. However, due to the multilayer nature of the die and the presence of lossy materials, the propagation along circuit interconnects and the penetration of the magnetic field within the circuit have to be carefully evaluated. The proposed modeling method is based on the theoretical analysis of a parallel plate waveguide to predict the propagation modes according to circuit characteristics. Analytical formulations of the magnetic field dyadic Green's function have been derived to compute the magnetic field produced by an arbitrary oriented injection probe placed in close proximity to a general multilayer circuit.
A test chip with various types of interconnects terminated by OCSs has been developed to measure the voltage induced at die level during near-field injection. The experimental results showed that miniature injection probes placed at short distance to a die may produce voltage fluctuations on circuit interconnects locally. The spatial resolution may reach some hundreds of micrometers, depending on probe dimensions and scan altitude. The induced voltage depends not only on probe dimension, position and excitation, but also on interconnect characteristics, substrate resistivity, and top-level metallization.
The simulation results are in accordance with near-field injection measurements done with a miniature one turn magnetic field probe. The modeling method can be extended to more complex probe design, e.g., multiturn probe with a magnetic core. An extension to time domain has a more practical interest for the evaluation of the threats of pulse injection on secured circuits. 
